What is women's role in family and society
Stanley
31, accountant, single
In a family, the woman should
be a CMO (chief metaphysics
officer), namely, she should give
her husband and her child love
and spiritual support. In society,
I think women are always struggllng to compete with men. It's
exactly this struggle that makes the society move on so
fast. Women are now as competitive as men and therefore
the world is definitely better than before.

Vive Yao
24, marketing, single

I'm a little woman myself. I
think I should give the man l
love my faithfulness, my love
and a feeling of safety. We
should trust each other but
give the other space to do what
we want. Women have more
limitations in society than men.
We take family more seriously than men and our nature
determines that we have more burdens to bear than men
in competition.

Junky
29, civil worker and noise
music artist, single
I don't want to marry any
woman, unless she loves and
makes noise music as I do.
So I guess my ideal woman
would be like Sachiko M, the
Japanese female noise artist.
Women can do anything they
want in society, anything!

ZhaoYanyan
23, journalist, engaged
The man and woman in a
family should be equal. They
should share the housework,
family expenditures and make
decisions together. A man will
be blamed and looked down
upon if he does not have a successful career, but a woman will
not People tend to think that it's normal for a woman to
be mediocre at work. They do not expect the same from
men and women.

XuXin

32, training specialist,

married

Awoman should do what she
should do in a family. What
she should do should be
decided by her husband. For
me, my wife should satisfy me
and our child. Women's role in
society is very different from
that of men. The role of women is designed by men, so they
just make up for men's deficiencies.
Xu Hong1 46, high school
heaomaster, married
A woman is the spiritual leader
of a family. She gives emotional
support and guidance to all
family members. Woman's role
in a family does not depend
on how much housework she
does, but how much emotional
work she does. Every management team should have a woman included. Women
improve efficiency. Women in my school are normally
smarter than men.
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